BANDO DI CONCORSO n.1/2022 PER 10 POSTI PER L'ISCRIZIONE AL CURRICULUM MAPPA MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS AND PROBABILITY - UNIVERSITÉ PARIS SCIENCES ET LETTRES - E UNIVERSITÀ DI PADOVA, PER IL RILASCIO DEL DOPPIO TITOLO SELECTION (SELECTION ANNOUNCEMENT N. 1/2022 FOR 10 PLACES IN THE FRAMEWORK OF DOUBLE DEGREE MAPPA - MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS AND PROBABILITY - UNIVERSITÉ PARIS SCIENCES ET LETTRES AND UNIVERSITY OF PADOVA).

PROVISIONAL RANKING LIST

The evaluation committee composed of Prof. Alessandra Bianchi (President), Prof. Claudio Fontana (Member of the Committee), Prof. Francesco Rossi (Secretary), nominated with prot. n. 1065 of May 4, 2022, met on the 6th June at 14.30 and after the interview of the candidates formulated the following provisional ranking list:

MAGURAWALAGE VINDULA SHAKTHI KUMARANAYAKE
GENTILE CHIARA
TRESOLDI LAMBERTO
MAGNINO LORENZO
ZANNI DAVIDE
LA MONACA GRETA
SANGUIN GABRIELE
POLETTI ALESSANDRO
BONAZZA ARIANNA
VECCHI SIMONE
TEDESCO NICOLÒ
The Head of the Department of Mathematics approves the ranking list as follow:
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The Head of Department of Mathematics
Prof. Bruno Chiarellotto
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